The escalating cost of drug development and prolonged delay in bringing new drugs to clinical application limit the availability of new therapies for many devastating diseases. An efficient strategy for addressing this problem is the "repurposing" of existing drugs for novel therapeutic applications.^[@bib1]^ There are \~4,000 drugs approved for human use and 5,000 more investigational drugs registered for use, but not approved by regulatory agencies. These drugs represent a rich reservoir of potential therapeutics because much of the pharmacologic and toxicologic information necessary for their clinical use has already been acquired.

A common repurposing approach involves screening libraries of compounds for activity against a target of interest in high-throughput screening experiments.^[@bib2]^ To mitigate cost, a variety of "in-silico" approaches to identify repurposing opportunities have been developed.^[@bib3]^ These include approaches based on the paradigm of literature-based discovery^[@bib4]^ (LBD), developed by information scientist Don Swanson.^[@bib5]^ The premise underlying LBD is that exploring the common concepts that a pair of biological entities relate to can identify meaningful implicit connections between these entities---including previously unrecognized therapeutic relationships. So, while the origin of LBD predated the popularization of the term "drug repurposing", the discovery of new therapeutic applications for existing biological entities remains one of the primary goals of this field.

LBD is by now a mature discipline, with several review papers^[@bib4],[@bib6],[@bib7]^ and a volume with contributions by prominent researchers already in print.^[@bib8]^ A comprehensive review of LBD is beyond the scope of this paper, but important precedents for the current approach include using discrete concepts (such as those in the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)),^[@bib9]^ rather than terms as anchor points for discovery,^[@bib10],[@bib11]^ and applying semantic relations extracted from the literature using Natural Language Processing (NLP) to constrain the search for discoveries.^[@bib12],[@bib13],[@bib14]^ Regardless of whether co-occurrence or some more restrictive relationship is considered, the large number of possible reasoning pathways between concepts presents a computational challenge. Consequently, LBD researchers have evaluated the ability of methods of distributional semantics^[@bib15]^ to facilitate LBD.^[@bib16],[@bib17]^ These methods derive vector representations of terms from the contexts in which they occur across large volumes of electronic text. Terms occurring in similar contexts will have similar representations. So, discovery candidates can be identified by comparing vector representations without exploring intermediate terms explicitly. An encouraging recent trend in LBD research has involved a move toward author-driven empirical validation of predictions made by LBD systems, including evaluating correlation with microarray data,^[@bib18]^ and evaluation of selected predictions in cell-based^[@bib19]^ and animal^[@bib20]^ models.

In this paper, we evaluate the ability of a scalable LBD methodology to identify agents active against prostate cancer cells in preclinical experiments. Our approach, *discovery-by-analogy*, is facilitated by a distributional method called Predication-based Semantic Indexing (PSI).^[@bib21],[@bib22],[@bib23],[@bib24],[@bib25]^ For this work, PSI models were derived from SemMedDB,^[@bib26]^ a publicly available database of over sixty million concept-relationship-concept triples, or *semantic predications*, extracted from the biomedical literature by SemRep,^[@bib27]^ a biomedical NLP system. Additional details regarding PSI are provided in the **Supplementary Materials**.

For interpretation of the results, it is sufficient to know that PSI provides the means to encode the nature of the relationship between a pair of discrete concepts (e.g., *lovastatin* INTERACTS_WITH *nras_gene*) in a manner permitting efficient, albeit approximate inference. This is accomplished by representing concepts and relations in a high-dimensional vector space, effectively converting the task of exploring multiple possible reasoning pathways into the task of measuring the similarity between vectors. Given an example pair consisting of a disease and an agent that is known to treat it, PSI can infer the reasoning pathways (such as *agent x* INTERACTS_WITH *y*; *y* ASSOCIATED_WITH *disease z*) that connect these concepts to one another. These analogical reasoning pathways can then be applied to another disease in order to search for possible treatments.

While our approach is generalizable, we focus our methods on the problem of identifying agents active against prostate cancer, a highly prevalent disease^[@bib28]^ with few effective therapies. Though androgen ablation proves effective briefly, relapse and castration-resistant disease inevitably result. Few therapeutic options exist at this stage, and newly approved agents add only a few months to the survival increase provided by long-time agent docetaxel, which remains standard first-line chemotherapy.^[@bib29]^ To evaluate our predictions empirically, we conducted a series of high-throughput screening experiments in which three libraries of pharmaceutical agents were evaluated for their activity against PC3 prostate cancer cells,^[@bib30]^ which are resistant to commonly used hormonal therapies. We then evaluated the extent to which the ranking of predicted therapeutic relationships between 1,398 agents in this set and the discrete concept "hormone-refractory prostate cancer" (HRPCA; the term HRPCA has been superseded by the term castration-resistant prostate cancer. As the controlled vocabulary used by SemRep contains an entry for HRPCA only, we used this concept as a starting point for the search for active agents) agreed with the average activity of these agents in our screening experiments.

Results
=======

Activity of evaluated agents
----------------------------

**[Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}** shows the distribution of mean growth rates across at least three separate experiments (the number of experiments was larger for agents in multiple libraries) for each of the 1,398 agents that could be mapped to discrete concepts in SemMedDB. Most of the agents were inactive. Cells treated by a small number of agents, 68 in total, have a mean growth rate of less than or equal to 1.5 standard deviations below the average across all agents (growth rate ≤ 54.57). These agents were considered as active agents, and our models were evaluated for their ability to recover them from the list of 1,398 possibilities.

Discovered discovery patterns
-----------------------------

PSI was used to infer reasoning pathways, or "discovery patterns",^[@bib12]^ from therapeutic (TREATS) relationships in SemMedDB concerning cancers other than prostatic cancer. In one experiment, we derived a PSI space from all of the knowledge in SemMedDB subject to constraints described in the Methods section (all knowledge (AK)). In another, in order to simulate discovery of relationships that have not been identified previously, we withheld from the model knowledge of therapeutic ("TREATS") relationships, and other direct relationships between a pharmaceutical agent and a type of cancer (This constraint was applied to all cancers, to ensure that the system did not infer reasoning pathways from other cancers that would not apply to the restricted knowledge available for HRPCA.) (knowledge withheld (KW)). The five most frequently inferred two- and three-predicate reasoning pathways in each space were retained, and are shown in **[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}** with example bridging terms that populate instantiations of these pathways. These reasoning pathways illustrate the "thinking" of the system, and are often intuitively interpretable. For instance, path 2 for KW (**[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**, right) suggests that those agents that INHIBIT a biological entity ASSOCIATED WITH a disease may treat it. For each PSI space, we evaluated performance with two-predicate pathways alone, and with two- and three-predicate pathways together.

Predicting activity against PC3 cells
-------------------------------------

**[Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}** shows the results of experiments in which these four configurations of discovery-by-analogy were used to rank the 1,398 candidate agents with respect to the strength of their therapeutic relationship to HRPCA. Both models effectively predict many of the active agents, with approximately a third of the active agents (sensitivity \~0.33) occurring in the top 10 percent of predictions (1-specificity \~0.1) when both two and three-predicate pathways are considered. Incorporating longer pathways improves performance, a finding consistent with simulated LBD experiments.^[@bib25]^ Differences in performance are summarized in **[Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}**. The best performing model returns around one in five active agents in the top 100 predictions, and discovers half of the active agents within the first 240 predictions (around 17% of the agents evaluated).

**[Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}** shows the ranks assigned to each agent by each model, and whether these agents occurred in "TREATS" relationships with HRPCA in SemMedDB. Identification of agents that did not occur in TREATS relationships, or when TREATS relationships were withheld from the model, suggests the possibility of inferring therapeutic approaches that have yet to be described in the literature. In certain cases withholding knowledge led to a higher ranking, suggesting the indirect reasoning pathways these constraints emphasize may be advantageous at times.

Discovery-by-analogy appears better able to predict the activity of agents when more relevant knowledge is available to it. **[Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}** compares the rank of each active agent by the best-performing PSI model to the number of predications in which this agent appears as the subject. In the two quadrants on the left (less relevant knowledge), there are a number of agents in both the top (lower ranked) and bottom (higher ranked) quadrants. In the rightmost quadrants (more relevant knowledge), there is a preponderance of agents in the bottom right quadrant (higher ranked).

Retrieving the underlying assertions
------------------------------------

Of the highly ranked active agents, the statins are of particular interest from a repurposing perspective, as it has recently been found that they reduce risk of cancer-related mortality,^[@bib31]^ and a number of potential mechanisms related to their antiproliferative, anti-invasive, and proapoptotic effects have been proposed.^[@bib32]^ As shown for lovastatin in **[Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}**, predications related to many of these mechanisms conform to the constraints of the KW discovery patterns, and would therefore have contributed toward the strength of this prediction. This table includes only a small number of the 7,883 unique reasoning pathways that conform to these constraints in this case. Assertions underlying these pathways derive from 164,649 sentences from the literature. So, while retrieving the middle terms that lie along these reasoning pathways is a simpler computational task than searching for an endpoint such as lovastatin, the presentation of such pathways and the excerpts that support them in a manner conducive to human review presents further challenges we are attempting to address in our ongoing work.

Comparison with a co-occurrence-based model
-------------------------------------------

We also evaluated the performance of a co-occurrence-based distributional model, reflective random indexing^[@bib33]^ (RRI), on a subset of 1,295 agents represented by both PSI and RRI. On this subset, RRI achieved an AUC of 0.6868 and partial AUC (pAUC) with false-positive rate of 0.1 (pAUC(0.1)) and 0.01 (pAUC(0.01)) of 0.0255 and 3.4032e^−04^, respectively. Discovery-by-analogy results were: AUC = 0.7017, pAUC(0.1) = 0.0255 and pAUC(0.01) = 8.5079e^−04^ with AK, and AUC = 0.6880, pAUC(0.1) = 0.0219 and pAUC(0.01) = 5.2263e^−04^ with KW (both with two- and three-predicate paths). So discovery-by-analogy generally outperformed RRI, even when knowledge was withheld from it. Restricting knowledge from RRI (see Methods) reduces its performance (AUC = 0.6693, pAUC(0.1) = 0.0249, pAUC(0.01) = 1.8839e^−04^). It is still able to recover many active agents, supporting its utility as a means to derive therapeutically meaningful implicit associations between concepts that do not co-occur directly. However, RRI lacks the explanatory capability provided by the predications that mediate discovery-by-analogy.

Evaluation in simulation
------------------------

As the KW space was constructed without encoding TREATS relationships, we evaluated the ability of discovery-by-analogy in this space to recover drugs in our evaluation set that occurred in TREATS relationships with 1,272 UMLS concepts of the semantic type "neop". Across these 1,272 concepts, the median AUC was 0.8890, which supports the general applicability of our methods and suggests that recovering known relationships is an easier task. To evaluate the AK space, we used a reference standard constructed by Gottlieb *et al*.^[@bib34]^ We were able to identify 359 disease-related concepts and 554 drug-related concepts from this reference set within the AK space. Across these disease-related concepts, the median AUC was 0.8388, with better performance for concepts that are well represented in SemMedDB. As our methods necessitated using a subset of concepts and a different estimation procedure, our estimated global AUC of 0.7408 is not strictly comparable to Gottlieb *et al.*\'s performance estimates. Nonetheless, it is lower than their reported AUC of \~0.9 across experiments. As their approach involves a classifier trained on features derived from an ensemble of drug--drug and disease--disease similarity metrics derived from multiple structured knowledge repositories and empirical expression data, it seems reasonable that it would perform well over a broader range of diseases than an approach based on a single similarity metric and knowledge source. As noted by the authors, their approach can be readily extended to incorporate additional similarity metrics, such as those described in this paper. Conversely, expansion-by-analogy could be configured to utilize additional structured knowledge presented in predicate form. For further details, see **Supplementary Material**.

Error analysis
--------------

To evaluate false-positive findings, we retrieved the top 25 predictions for the PSI models. These are provided in **Table S4** of the **Supplementary Material**, to complement this overview of the key findings. A number of the highly ranked predictions were true positives (i.e., active against PC3 cells---8/25 (AK) and 5/25 (KW)). In addition, many of the agents occurred in TREATS predications with hormone-refractory prostate cancer in SemMedDB (24/25 (AK) and 15/25 (KW)). This usually indicates that their activity against either this disease or a model of it has been asserted in the literature, though it may at times indicate a NLP error. A keyword search of clinicaltrials.gov for each drug name AND prostate cancer was performed. Trials were found for all but two (AK) and four (KW) predictions, with a median of 10 (AK) and 9 (KW) trials per agent. So, other evidence suggesting the plausibility of inactive agents as treatments for prostate cancer (though not necessarily HRPCA) was usually found.

The evaluation set includes three agents that are US Food and Drug Administration approved for treatment of prostate cancer. These are docetaxel, which was active against PC3 cells, and bicalutamide and prednisone, which were not. Both models recovered these agents, with ranks of 1,15,17 and 18,21,64 for AK and KW, respectively. Despite this Food and Drug Administration approval, the anti-androgen bicalutamide is not effective for HRPCA. As SemRep does not currently recognize mutant forms of this receptor that confer resistance to bicalutamide, eliminating this false positive would require increasing the granularity of concept extraction. We note also that the fifth KW reasoning pathway (**[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**, right) was derived on account of failure to exclude UMLS concepts of type carbohydrate (carb) from the inference process. This pathway was of no value for prediction, as the KW space excluded direct relationships between pharmaceutical substances and HRPCA.

Discussion
==========

A substantial proportion of the active agents were highly ranked by our LBD models. For example, empirical screening of only the top 100 agents (around 7% of the set) suggested by the best-performing PSI model identified around 31% of active agents. This suggests that LBD methods provide a principled and cost-effective approach to selection of agents for screening. In addition, these methods can provide support for the biological plausibility of those agents that are active in screening experiments. Our methods can also be applied to find new therapeutic targets for an agent of interest, which has been identified as an important application for *in silico* methods.^[@bib35]^ Highly ranked predictions involve thousands of unique reasoning pathways drawn from a range of literature that is unlikely to fall within the scope of reading of an individual researcher or research group. This provides access to knowledge that may otherwise be ignored, and broadens the scope of inquiry beyond the focus on individual mechanisms that has been identified as a limitation of contemporary drug discovery efforts.^[@bib36]^

Limitations
-----------

SemMedDB is not perfectly accurate. In a recent evaluation of SemRep, Kilicoglu *et al*.^[@bib37]^ report 0.75 precision and 0.64 recall (.69 *f*-score). However, SemMedDB contains a large number of predications extracted from MEDLINE with different frequencies. With PSI, the relative frequency of a predication affects its impact upon reasoning. So, perfectly accurate knowledge is not required. PSI is robust to infrequent errors, but vulnerable to systematic inaccuracies, though with concepts that occur infrequently rare errors may have greater consequences. As only the most popular inferred reasoning pathways across all other cancers were retained, reasoning pathways are unlikely to be affected by focal NLP errors. However, failure to constrain inference appropriately may lead to the generation of unproductive pathways. Regarding empirical evaluation, each agent was evaluated in at least three experiments, with a median standard deviation of the average growth rate of 10.76 across these sets of three experiments. While this is unlikely to have affected the vast majority of inactive agents, further empirical evaluation of the small number of agents with growth rates in the vicinity of the threshold of 54.57 would increase confidence that they were correctly classified. Finally, it is likely that increasing the dimensionality of our PSI spaces would reduce information loss, improving results.

Methods
=======

PSI
---

Semantic vector representations in PSI are generated by superposing (adding) *elemental vector* representations of concepts, which are generated stochastically with a high probability of being dissimilar from one another. They serve as signatures for the concepts concerned, and remain distinguishable from one another despite distortion that occurs during training. Given the predication "esr1_protein ASSOCIATED WITH breast_carcinoma (BRCA)", we wish to encode the elemental vector for "esr1_protein" (*E*(esr1_protein)) into the semantic vector for BRCA (*S*(BRCA)), and vice versa. We also wish to encode the nature of the relationships between these concepts. This is accomplished using a *binding operator* (⊗),^[@bib38],[@bib39]^ which combines vectors to generate a bound product that is dissimilar from its component vectors. If two vectors are bound, it is possible to retrieve one of these vectors by reversing binding () using the other. For example, "esr1_protein ASSOCIATED_WITH BRCA" is encoded into *S*(BRCA) as follows (-INV indicates directionality):

*S*(BRCA)+= *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV) ⊗ *E*(esr1_protein).

On account of the reversible nature of the binding operator, we would anticipate:

*S*(BRCA) *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV) ≈ *E*(esr1_protein).

Indeed, in the KW space, *E*(esr1_protein) is the fourth nearest neighboring elemental vector to *S*(BRCA) *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV). This recovery will be approximate when the semantic vector concerned encodes other predications, but the dissimilarity between elemental vectors makes it highly unlikely that the resulting vector will be closer to a random vector than it is to *E*(esr1_protein). Thus, the binding operator facilitates querying a PSI space for concepts that relate to other concepts in particular ways. Queries can extend across two predicates, as an extended path between semantic vectors can be specified as:

(*S*(BRCA) *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV)) ⊗ *E*(INTERACTS_WITH)

≈ *E*(esr1_protein) ⊗ *E*(INTERACTS_WITH)

≈ *S*(tamoxifen) (as "tamoxifen INTERACTS_WITH esr1_protein")

It is possible to infer dual predicate paths through which two concepts are connected, as follows:

*S*(tamoxifen) *S* (BRCA)

≈ (*E*(esr1_protein) ⊗ *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV)) (*E* (INTERACTS_WITH) ⊗ *E* (esr1_protein))

≈ *E*(esr1_protein) *E* (esr1_protein) ⊗ *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV) *E* (INTERACTS_WITH)

≈ *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV) *E* (INTERACTS_WITH)

Thus, dual-predicate paths connecting drugs to diseases they treat can be inferred from their PSI vector representations. Once retrieved, these paths can then be used to evaluate potential therapies for a new disease by analogy. For example, the nearest semantic vector for an agent in our evaluation set to *S*(HRPCA) *E*(ASSOCIATED_WITH-INV) ⊗ *E*(INTERACTS_WITH) in the KW space is *S* (bicalutamide). We extend this process in two ways that have improved results in prior simulations.^[@bib25],[@bib40]^ To model three-predicate pathways, we generate *second order semantic vectors* for cancer types (*S2*(cancer type)) by superposing semantic vector representations of concepts they are ASSOCIATED_WITH, and use these vectors as a secondary starting point for a search and inference.^[@bib25]^ To search across multiple predicate pathways, we employ an adaption of the quantum disjunction operator defined by Birkhoff and von Neumann^[@bib41]^ and applied to information retrieval by Widdows and Peters.^[@bib42]^ This operator serves as a vector space equivalent of the boolean "OR" operator, allowing us to combine multiple reasoning pathways into a single search expression. Consequently, pharmaceutical agents in the set can be ranked with respect to the strength of their relatedness across a set of dual- and/or triple-predicate reasoning pathways. See **Supplementary Material** for further details.

Discovery-by-analogy
--------------------

For discovery-by-analogy, we utilized SemMedDB,^[@bib26]^ a publicly available repository of semantic predications extracted from the biomedical literature by the SemRep NLP system.^[@bib27]^ We used the June 2013 edition, containing 65,465,536 predications extracted from 13,537,476 MEDLINE citations. From this, we created a 32,000-dimensional binary-valued PSI space, using the open source Semantic Vectors package^[@bib43],[@bib44],[@bib45],[@bib46]^ currently maintained and developed by authors DW and TC. Semantic vectors were generated for each concept occurring in 500,000 or fewer predications, and all predications involving these concepts and a set of predicates of interest, {AFFECTS, ASSOCIATED_WITH, AUGMENTS, CAUSES, COEXISTS_WITH, DISRUPTS, INHIBITS, INTERACTS_WITH, ISA, PREDISPOSES, PREVENTS, SAME_AS, STIMULATES, TREATS}, were encoded during training.

In our experiments, we applied the inference process described previously to all TREATS relationships in SemMedDB involving represented neoplastic processes (UMLS semantic type *neop*) unrelated to prostate cancer, and retrieved the most strongly associated reasoning path in each case. Counting the number of times each dual-predicate path was retrieved, this way revealed the five most popular dual-predicate paths for each space (illustrated in **[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**). To extend the range of search beyond two predicates, we substituted second-order semantic vectors for the original semantic vectors, and repeated the inference process to find the five most popular triple predicate paths ending with ASSOCIATED_WITH (also illustrated in **[Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}**). To combine the dual- and triple-predicate pathways, we constructed a search subspace using the quantum disjunction operator, and measured the distance between this subspace and each of the agents to generate a ranked list.

Reflective random indexing (RRI)
--------------------------------

Our RRI model was derived from the 2012 MetaMapped MEDLINE baseline (available at: <http://skr.nlm.nih.gov/resource/MetaMappedBaselineInfo.shtml>), which includes UMLS^[@bib9]^ concepts extracted by the MetaMap package^[@bib47],[@bib48]^ from 20,494,848 MEDLINE citations. This model was also constructed using the Semantic Vectors package.^[@bib43],[@bib44],[@bib45],[@bib46]^ Document vectors were generated as weighted superpositions of 32,000-dimensional binary-valued elemental term vectors representing terms they contain. Terms with more than three non-alphabet characters, and terms occurring in more than 500,000 documents were excluded. The log-entropy weighting metric^[@bib49]^ was employed, to emphasize the effect of terms occurring focally in the corpus, and temper the effects of repeated mentions of a term within a document. Semantic vectors for all UMLS concepts occurring in 500,000 or fewer documents were generated by superposing the vectors representing documents they occur in. Concept vectors for pharmaceutical agents were compared to the concept vector for HRPCA to generate a ranked list of predictions (see **Supplementary Material**).

Evaluation set
--------------

The evaluation set was derived from results obtained by screening three libraries of agents (Custom Clinical (2010), Prestwick (2013) and NIH (2008)) for their activity against PC3 cells. Cells were seeded at \~250 cells, 50 µl per well on day 0, and incubated for 24 h. Compounds were transferred at 50 nl vol from 1 mmol/l Stock using a Pin tool (V&P). Cells were then incubated for 72 h, and fixed with a DAPI stain, imaged at 4× on an INCELL6000 analyzer and segmented using GE Developer to obtain cell counts after 72 h of incubation time. The growth rates of cells were compared to those of negative controls using the following formulas: Formula A: For Ti ≥ Tz{(Ti-Tz)/(C-Tz)} × 100 = % inhibition of growth compared to control growthFormula B: For Ti \< Tz{(Ti-Tz)/Tz} × 100 = -% of cells killedwhereTz = day 0 = cells seededTi = day growth = cells w/drugs-day of assayC = Control growth = cells with no drug-day of assay

To map the 1,622 unique evaluated agents to concepts represented by our models, we used local installations of the MetaMap^[@bib47],[@bib48]^ and SemRep^[@bib27]^ systems to identify the preferred form of each agent used in the MetaMap baseline and SemMedDB respectively. These lists of concepts were then restricted to represented in the PSI space (without knowledge withheld), leaving 1,398 agents.

Simulating discovery
--------------------

In some experiments, we withheld information to simulate a discovery scenario in which no known connection between the agents tested and HRPCA exists in the literature. For PSI (KW), we eliminated from training all TREATS relationships, and any predication containing a concept with UMLS semantic type neoplastic process (neop), and a concept with semantic type pharmaceutical substance (phsu), antibiotic (antb), or organic chemical (orch). This relatively severe constraint was imposed to ensure reasoning pathways inferred from other cancers would still apply to HRPCA. Consequently, reasoning related to all cancer-related concepts and therapies was handicapped. For RRI, we imposed a milder constraint, eliminating from training any document containing both HRPCA and a drug in the test set.
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![Histogram of growth rates of PC3 cells in response to 1,398 pharmaceutical agents. Positive values indicate the percentage of growth inhibition relative to negative controls. Negative values indicate the percentage of the originally seeded cells that remained after treatment.](psp201437f1){#fig1}

![Inferred reasoning pathways with example bridging terms. BRCA, breast carcinoma; HRPCA, hormone-refractory prostate cancer; PRCA, prostate carcinoma.](psp201437f2){#fig2}

![Results with all knowledge (left) and knowledge withheld (right). AUC, area under the curve; 2 predicates, dual-predicate pathways only; 2 or 3 predicates, dual-or triple-predicate pathways.](psp201437f3){#fig3}
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